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I. INTRODUCTION

In research being conducted for the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA), we are concerned with robot missions that may only have a single opportunity for successful completion, with serious consequences if the mission is not completed properly. In particular we are investigating missions for Counter-Weapons of Mass Destruction (C-WMD) operations, which require discovery of a WMD within a structure and then either neutralizing it or reporting its location and existence to the command authority. Typical scenarios consist of situations where the environment may be poorly characterized in advance in terms of spatial layout, and have time-critical performance requirements. It is our goal to provide reliable performance guarantees for whether or not the mission as specified may be successfully completed under these circumstances, and towards that end we have developed a set of specialized software tools to provide guidance to an operator/commander prior to deployment of a robot tasked with such a mission.

II. VERIFICATION FOR BEHAVIOR-BASED MISSIONS

Automatic verification of software is a very desirable functionality in any application where software failure can incur heavy penalties [6]. While we know that a completely general solution is ruled out by the undecidability of the halting problem, much research has been conducted on restricted instances of the problem. Model checking is a collection of techniques that conduct an exhaustive exploration of the state-space of a program [3] to determine whether the program satisfies a temporal logic constraint on its behavior.

More recently, some researchers have effectively leveraged model-checking techniques to address the correct-by-construction robot control problem [2][9]. A solution to the correct-by-construction problem takes as input a temporal logic description of the desired behavior of the robot controller and then fabricates a controller guaranteed to abide by this description.

Our problem differs from the correct-by-construction problem, and is similar to the general-purpose software verification problem, in that our input is mission software designed using the MissionLab toolkit [16], and our objective is to verify that this software abides by a performance constraint.

It is similar to the correct-by-construction problem in that we require a model of the environment in which the software is to be carried out, something not typically explicit in general-purpose software verification [7].

However, our problem differs from both in needing to efficiently process probabilistic software and environment models, continuous environment characteristics and asynchronous and concurrent environment dynamics. These problem aspects are troublesome for model-checking approaches: One of the biggest contributions to state-space explosion in model-checking is the translation from program to formal model. It is exponential in the number of program variables, and becomes infinite if a variable domain is infinite [3]. After translation, asynchronous concurrent modules are another formidable contributor to complexity, since the concurrent system state space is the Cartesian product of the component spaces.

A. Process-Algebra Approach

For all of these reasons, our approach to the problem focuses on avoiding an explicit state-space representation and especially one in which the number of program variables will introduce exponential complexity [1][8][11]-[15]. We leverage a process-algebra representation to develop a solution in which the program is translated to a set of equations over the program variables, which include random variables with mixture of Gaussian distributions. This translation is strongly based on the structure of behavior-based programs in MissionLab; it would be more difficult to do this for arbitrarily structured software systems. We construct solutions to these equations by mapping them to a Dynamic Bayesian Network and applying a filtering algorithm.

B. Performance Guarantees and Environment Models

Using process-algebra as our formal representation for the mission software means that we have the option to also use this, rather than a temporal logic, as the language for the performance guarantee as well as for the description of the environment models. When process-algebra is used for specification [4][10] a major difficulty encountered is specifying proscription (e.g., the safety property that the robot does not collide). Our variation on an implementation bisimulation [5] between the system (mission software and
environment model) and the performance guarantee separates constraints on process ordering from conditions on parameter values, supporting prescription.

We do not propose that MissionLab designers build, in detail, their own environment models against which to test the mission. Instead, we propose that a set of standard environment models be constructed a-priori and provided as a library from which robot, sensor and environment features can be selected and composed automatically into an environment model.

The process-algebra we use employs communication ports and port-to-port connections for concurrent modules. This facilitates specifying plug-and-play compatible environment models, since the formal model of the mission software just communicates over a set of ports with any selected environment model. The development of a standard set of environment models is not something we have pursued beyond those we have developed and used in validation.

C. Validation

Because we are verifying probabilistic systems, it is crucial to validate our predicted performance guarantees by carrying out physical robot experimentation. Calibration data is collected on the robots and sensors used in missions, and suitable environment models constructed. We have verified and validated single and multiple waypoint missions, exploration style missions, and multiple robot missions. In each case, we verify a selected performance guarantee for the mission. Because the system is probabilistic, typically representing environment uncertainty, the verification answer is not a binary yes/no, but a probability landscape capturing the system’s performance. The mission is validated by carrying out multiple physical runs and collecting performance statistics on real robots. We compare the validation and verification results to evaluate the quality of our verification prediction.

III. FORMAL METHOD

The core of our approach is the process-algebra formal models of mission software, environment and performance guarantee. There are several steps in the translation from MissionLab and the verification against the performance guarantee that can be described in detail:

1. The graphical behavior-based CfgEdit program in MissionLab is translated to a process algebra formal representation.
2. The environment model is selected and composed with the mission software to produce a concurrent and communicating system.
3. An expansion theorem in process algebra relates concurrent to sequential composition. The system period expansion theorem [12] allows us to transform the concurrent system to a tail-recursive sequential system.
4. One of our key results is the method by which the tail-recursive sequential system is analyzed to produce a set of equations in the program variables that characterize the program, avoiding the combinatorics introduced in going from program to state model in model checking [13].

5. The set of equations is used to build a Dynamic Bayesian Network that evaluates these equations using a probabilistic filtering algorithm [14].
6. An implementation bisimulation relates a performance constraint to a system by considering the system to be a more fully detailed implementation of the performance constraint. The bisimulation is used to derive a goal condition for filtering. If the goal is met, then the performance guarantee is verified. If instead the maximum time is exceeded, then the guarantee is not verified.

IV. VALIDATION

MissionLab is a software tool for designing, simulating, executing and monitoring behavior-based autonomous robot missions. Once a mission has been verified, that same mission can be simulated or executed in a straightforward fashion. We have validated several c-WMD missions to understand the quality of our predictions. The environment model in each case includes motion uncertainty for a Pioneer 3-AT moving in a flat indoor surface. The following can be described in detail:

1. Single and multiple motions of a single robot to a destination in free space [13].
2. Motion of a robot with a hard collision constraint (can collide with the wall) [14].
4. Single robot exploration missions (searching for a target using a target sensor) [8].
5. Multiple robot waypoint missions (bounding overwatch).
6. Multiple robot missions including obstacle avoidance.

Figure 1 shows an example of the validation/verification comparison, in this case for various completion times and spatial success criterion for a multirobot bounding overwatch mission.

Fig.1: Verification & Validation of Spatial Criterion at various T_{\text{max}}
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